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Visibility and Control
Our next-generation firewall classifies all traffic, including
encrypted traffic, based on application, application
function, user and content. You can create comprehensive,
precise security policies, resulting in safe enablement of
applications. This lets only authorized users run
sanctioned applications, greatly reducing the surface area
of cyber attacks across the organization. Our approach
identifies all network traffic based on applications, users,
content and devices, and lets you express your business
policies in the form of easy-to-understand security rules.
Superior architecture, superior benefits
Complete visibility and precise control
Automated security
Protection for your users and data everywhere

Next-Generation Security
The VM-Series natively analyzes all traffic in a single pass
to determine the application identity, the content within,
and the user identity. These core elements of your
business can then be used as integral components of your
security policy, enabling you to improve your security
efficacy through a positive control model and reduce your
incident response time though complete visibility into
applications across all ports. In both private and public
cloud environments, the VM-Series can be deployed as a
perimeter gateway, an IPsec VPN termination point, and a
segmentation gateway, protecting your workloads with
application enablement and threat prevention policies.
Cloud and Data Center
The VM-Series combines next-generation firewall security
and advanced threat prevention to protect your
virtualized environments from advanced cyber threats.

Built-in, not Bolted-on
Today’s security architectures are a result of adding
uncoordinated security layers one at a time, making them
ineffective in dealing with modern threats. Unlike legacy
firewalls that are based on this "layered security"
architecture, our next-generation firewalls use a unified
security design that classifies all traffic into full context
before applying one set of flexible security rules in a
single pass.
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Protect and Enable Users
Automatically reprogram your endpoints to block known and unknown threats – without
human intervention – using threat intelligence gained from our global community of
customers and partners across endpoints, networks and SaaS applications. Empower users to
use web-, mobile- and cloud-based applications without fearing cyber threats. Protect users
from inadvertently compromising their systems without depending on burdensome virus
scans. Most organizations deploy a number of security products to protect their endpoints,
including one or more traditional antivirus solutions. Nevertheless, cyber breaches continue
to increase in frequency, variety and sophistication. Faced with the rapidly changing threat
landscape, current endpoint security solutions and antivirus can no longer prevent security
breaches on the endpoint.

Traps Secures Endpoints with a Unique Multi-method Prevention Approach
Multi-Method Malware Prevention
Multi-Method Exploit Prevention

Secure the Cloud
Organizations are rapidly embracing multi-cloud architectures that span software-defined
data centers (private clouds) and public cloud environments.
Secure your business-critical data residing within enterprise SaaS applications with Aperture.
With SaaS Security capabilities across our Next-Generation Security Platform, you now have
complete visibility and reporting, instant classification, and granular enforcement across
users, folders and file activities–so you can protect the data in your SaaS applications.
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Solutions
IT Insight Drives Lower Cost and Risk

Palo Alto Networks is the next-generation security company maintaining trust in the digital age by helping tens of
thousands of organizations worldwide prevent cyber breaches. With Palo Alto Networks deep cybersecurity expertise,
commitment to innovation, and game-changing Next-Generation Security Platform, customers can confidently pursue
a digital-first strategy and embark on new technology initiatives, such as cloud and mobility. Platform was built from
the ground up for breach prevention, with threat information shared across security functions system-wide, and
designed to operate in increasingly mobile, modern networks.
BITE Consulting Services is security and protection partner with Palo Alto Networks for EMEA markets.
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Thank you.

We hope you’ve enjoyed getting know us better.
Please come and visit us if you would like to learn more.

Offices
Europe

Al.Kasztanowa 3-5a, 53-125 Wroclaw.
Kosciuszki 29, 50-011 Wroclaw. (HQ)
Xantenerstrabe 7, Dusseldorf,Germany

Write US.
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